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CAPTURING DIVERSIFICATION 
THROUGH A MULTI ASSET 
STRATEGY

 It is not intended that this publication be relied upon by retail investors. It does not 
constitute an offer, a personal solicitation of an offer or personal recommendation to 

enter in to any transaction. Whilst all reasonable care has been taken in preparing this 
document, the information contained herein is deemed to be reliable but all expressions 

of opinion are subject to change without notice. Tax legislation is based on our 
understanding of legislation and practice currently in force. Tax information is subject to 

individual circumstances and subject to change. We cannot be held responsible for the 
effect of any future legislation change in interpretation.
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Investing all your savings in a single asset class can be risky. 

Spreading risk across multiple investments may create a stronger 

foundation for building wealth over the long term and can help 

to reduce worrying swings in portfolio value. While investors may 

be best served by expanding the investments they hold, it can 

be difficult to know what to own and when to own it: yesterday’s 

best performing asset class may be tomorrow’s worst. Multi-asset 

investing aims to help investors navigate changing markets, 

seeking to perform across a range of environments. To achieve 

this, we believe the following three components are key:

1. Global

Multi-asset strategies may offer investors access to a wide range 

of investment opportunities across the globe. The drivers of 

economic growth vary significantly between regions, presenting 

opportunities to those investors who can access these drivers 

and orientate their investments to benefit from a multi-speed 

world.

GSAM 2017 view:

We expect the long post-crisis economic recovery to continue 

in 2017. As a base case, we think growth is poised to broaden 

out to more countries, with the global economy drawing on 

more sources of strength than at any point since 2010. From an 

investment perspective, our base case view is broadly supportive 

for risk assets. We prefer equities over credit and credit over rates, 

but we expect low returns from these traditional exposures given 

1) elevated valuations, 2) limited upside for corporate earnings 

from current levels and 3) limits to economic growth potential.

2. Dynamic

Ability to navigate changing markets. Asset classes can 

perform very differently to one another at any single point in 

time and over different stages of the economic cycle. In order 

to successfully capture the opportunities and address the risks 

which this presents, we believe deep resources and experience 

are key.

GSAM 2017 view:

In a low-return world, we look for sources of return beyond 

conventional stock and bond market approaches. We also think 

range-bound or volatile markets create opportunities for more 

dynamic investment strategies. Broadening exposure beyond 

conventional stocks and bonds, identifying opportunities 

in emerging markets, and deploying more dynamic asset 

allocation strategies are some ways to adapt.

3. Risk Managed

While taking risk is necessary to generate returns, it is vital that risk 

is identified, understood and managed appropriately. Always 

consider the potential losses associated with every investment 

you make – a 50% loss on your holdings requires a100% gain just 

to get back to the initial amount invested.

GSAM 2017 view:

In some respects, we believe that 2017 represents an extension 

of the same long cycle we envisioned heading into 2016. The key 

difference for 2017 revolves around four emerging transitions. 

Populism is challenging globalism and creating new tail risks. 

Concerns about low growth are giving way to concerns about 

inflation. Years of focus on monetary policy are giving way to 

a close watch over fiscal policy. And concerns about new 

regulation are acceding to hopes for deregulation.

Economic and market forecasts presented herein reflect a series of assumptions 

and judgments as of the date of this presentation and are subject to change 

without notice. These forecasts do not take into account the specific investment 

objectives, restrictions, tax and financial situation or other needs of any specific 

client. Actual data will vary and may not be reflected here. These forecasts 

are subject to high levels of uncertainty that may affect actual performance. 

Accordingly, these forecasts should be viewed as merely representative of a 

broad range of possible outcomes.

These forecasts are estimated, based on assumptions, and are subject to 

significant revision and may change materially as economic and market 

conditions change. Goldman Sachs has no obligation to provide updates 

or changes to these forecasts. Case studies and examples are for illustrative 

purposes only.

Confidentiality

No part of this material may, without GSAM’s prior written consent, be (i) copied, 

photocopied or duplicated in any form, by any means, or (ii) distributed to any 

person that is not an employee, officer, director, or authorized agent of the 

recipient.

© 2016 Goldman Sachs. All rights reserved. 25370-OTU-132251
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